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Gneissic rocks within the Mynarski Lakes Area, northern Manitoba,

belong to the l"lasekwan and Sickle Groups of Precambrian age. Relict bedding

So subParallels a regional foliation S., which is defined by a strong parallel

alignment of platy and pr.ismatic minerals. Minor folding of S, is common.

Minor interference patterns encountered in outcrop suggest a complex struc-

tural history. Maior folding of S., and major interference patterns have

been mapped within the area of this study.

Five distinct deformational episodes have been recognized, The

.qarliest, Dl , resulted in formation of S., . The second deformational event

D, grve rise to tight concentric F, folds of S.,. The third deformational

event D, resulted in tight concentric E, fotds of sr. Major F, fotd hinges

exhibit eviCence of partial anatexis which is compatable with the low pres-

sure, high temptrature reg'ional metamorphism of the sillimanite-cordierite-
potassium feldspar ':etamorphic subfacies of the Abukuma type facies series.

The fourth deformation¿¡r event DO resulted in FO tiSht, concentric, shallow

pìunging east-west trendinç folds. MO'metamorphism resulted in rotation and

reorientation of M, minerals r¡'thout recognizable degradation. DO appears

to correspond to the Hudsonian orureny in the area. A late episode of

deformation DU gave rise to faulting, lssociated FU folding and a late

retrogressive metamorphic event MU.
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This thesis presents an anaìysis of the deformed structures of the

Precambrian sedimentary and volcanic gneisses in the Mynarski Lakes area,

Manitoba. Field observation of structures and measurements of the orient-

ation.of structures serve as the basis for the interpretation of the geom-

etry of the structure. Interpretation of the mechanisms of deformation is

based on the nature of deformational surfaces, minor folds, lineations, and

rock fabric.

I NTRODUCTION

I NTRODUCTORY STATEMENTS

The Mynarski Lakes are located

northwest of Thompson, northern Manitoba

thirty square kilometres near the centre

sheet (Figure 2).

Three weeks of field work were done in the study-area during August,

1970. Mapping was carried out at a scale of l:15,840 using aerial photo-

graphs of the same scale. Oriented specimens of all rock types encountered

in the fie'ld were collected and significant structuraì features were noted.

Laboratory studies in the form of thin section examination were conducted

at the University of Manitoba and at the Manitoba Geo'logical Survey.

t.

approximate'ly ei ghty ki I ometres

( Fi gure 1 ). The study:area covers

of the Mynarski Lake - East map





GENERAL GEOLOGY

The Mynarski Lakes ìie within the Churchill geologic province of the

Canadian Shield. Rocks in the Mynarski Lakes area have been interpreted as an

eastward continuation of the Wasekwan and Sickle Groups of Precambrian age

first recognized in the Lynn Lake - Granville Lake district to the west

( Norman , 'l 934; Bateman , I 945 ) .

Geologic mapping by Barry and Gait (1966), Campbell ('1969b, .l970b),

Elphick (1969), and Schledewitz and Elphick (1969, 1970) have establjshed

geo'logic correlation of Sjck1e-l^lasekwan rocks in the'Mynarski Lakes area

with the type areas. A geologic compilation has been published giving cor-

relations for the Lynn Lake -.Granville Lake - Rat Lake - Mynarski Lakes

region (Campbelt et. al .,'1970).

Fortunately ìnterpretation of aeromagnetic maps of the region is

relatively straightforeward. A good corre'lation exists between the various

lithologic units and their magnetic expression. The garnetiferous quartz-

plagioclase-biotite gneiss can be correlated with areas of lowest magnetic

intensity ranging from 2,200 to 2,600 gammas. The quartzo-feldspathic gneisses

of the Sickle Group are more magnetite-rich and are assocÍated with higher

magnetic intensities (2,900 - 3,100 gammas). Magnetiferous granitic rocks

have a non-linear magnetic pattern with magnetic intensities ranging from

2,600 to 2,900 gammas (Schtedewitz and Elphick, 1969).

3.

Application of these criteria forms a basis for extending these rock

units into areas of little or no outcrop (Federal-Provincial aeromagnetic

maps 2387G, 2388G, 2395G and 2396G).

The general geology of the Mynarski Lakes is illustrated in Figure 2

(map pocket). A'll the gneissic rocks in the area of study have been placed



into either the l'lasekwan or Sickle Groups (Barry and Gait, 1966; Campbell

et al.,1970). The l¡lasekwan Group is disconformabìy overlain by the Sickle

Group and the contact between them can be traced eastward from Suwannee Lake

into the Mynarski Lakes area. The Wasekwan Group consists of garnetiferous

quartz-plagioclase-biotite gneiss intercalated with amphibolite. The Sickle

Group consists predominantly of quarto-feldspathic paragneiss.

The. gneissic sequence is bounded on the north by younger plutonic

intrusive rocks of quartz dioritic composition. The Wasekwan and Sickle

Groups have been intruded by numerous dikes and silts of ultramafic to

fe'lsi c rocks .

Both Sickle and Wasekwan Groups have been subjected to polyphase

folding and polymetamorphism. The result of the deformational history and

subsequent erosion is a complex surface distrribution pattern of the various

units in each group.

The regional geology and geographic place names are shown in Figures

I and 2. Areal distribution of formations in the area of study is shown in

Figure 3A (map pocket). Formations are tabulated and schematica'lty il'lustrated

in Figure 4.

4.

NOMENCLATURE

Gneissic rocks within the study-area belong to the Wasekwan and

Sickle Groups which are separated by a disconformity (Campbell et al.,1970).

Formation names are introduced in this study for units within each of the

Groups to facilitate description of the rocks and structures. These form-

STRATIGRAPHY





ation names are not proposed as formal names, rather they are for convenience

in this study onìy.

The Wasekwan Group is represented by a single formation, the Fold

Lake Formation, named after a small lake south of the study-area. The Fold

Lake Formation is the most abundant rock type in the area and consists of a

complicated succession of intercalated garnetiferous quartz-plagioclase-

biotite gneiss and ortho-amphibolite.

The Sickle Group disconformably overlies the l,lasekwan Group and has

been divided into three formations. At its base, the Sickle Group has a

distinctive and continuous amphibolite horizon. This unit has been desig-

nated the Notigi Formation after a large lake, southwest of the study-area.

A sequence of conformable quartzo-feldspathic gne'isses overlies the Notigi

Formation and outcrops along the north shore of Mynarski Lake (South Lake).

This unit is termed the Mynarski Lakes Formation. Overlying hornblende-

epidote gneiss is ca.l.led the Rat River Formation. It is well exposed along

the Rat River, west of the study-area. The relationships between these

formations are illustrated in a stratigraphic column in Figure 4.

The relative ages of these formations are based on correlation

from areas of known age relationshÍps of the ülasekwan and Sickle Groups

(Campbel'l et al., 1970) and on observed stratigraphic successÍon. No tops

directions were determined in the field, in this study.

6.

WASEKWAN GROUP

The Wasekwan Group was named by Bateman (1945) for occurrences of

similar rocks near Wasekwan Lake. In the study-area, rocks of the Wasekwan

Group are designated the Foìd Lake Formation. The thickness of the FoId



Lake Formation exposed in the area is in excess of 800 metres. The base is

not observed; the top is overlain by the Notigi Formation of the Sickle Group.

Thicknesses of individual units are shown in Figure 4.

Fold Lake Formation

The Fold Lake Formation is characterized by the fol'lowing rock types

which are interlayered and show Jateral facies relationships with each other:

(Numbers in parentheses refer to corresponding map units used in this thesis

and accompanying figures).

Garnetiferous quartz-plagioclase-biotite gneiss (lA)

0rtho-amphibol i te (18)

Arkosic gneiss (1C)

Garneti ferous

scribed as garnetif,erous quartz-plagiocJase-biotite gneiss are

extensive rock types in the Fold Lake Formation. They are well

large low hi'lls separated by swampy, clay-clogged valleys.

7.

quartz-plaqioclase-biotite qneiss (Map unit 1A)

This rock type is fine to coarse-grained and has an average com-

position of 40-50% ptagioclase , 30% quartz , 20'30% bioti te, 5% garnet, with

variable minor amounts of microc'line, cordierite, sìllimanite, sericite, and

graphite. Quartz and plagioc'lase form a granoblastic texture with fine flakes

of biotite wrapping around gra'in boundaries. Porphyroblasts of microcline

and poikiloblasts of garnetr up to one centimetre in diameter, are cornmon.

Cordierite, when present, is associated with sillimanite.

Weathered exposures of this unit are light grey; fresh surfaces are

dark grey to black. In many outcrops, parallel layers are present which have

- Rocks de-

the most

exposed in



contrasting compositions, textures, and colours. Thi.s layering is interpreted

as re'lict sedimentary bedding because of its continuous character (Figure 5).

Development of gneissic structure appears to depend on the content and grain

size of biotite. Locally, particularìy near fold hinges, this unit is mig-

matitic with lit of white medium-grained granite (Figure 6).

The pre-metamorphic equivalent of this rock type is probably a well

bedded sequence of mainly gr.aywacke (Etphick, 1972) with minor interlayered

sandy shales

Ortho-amphibolite (Map unit lB) - Amphibolite

Lake Formation. Areas of amphibolite tend to

this unit is poorly exposed in the study-area.

These rocks are commonly fine-grained with a composition o.f 35% horn-

blende , 20-30% pìagioclase , 10-20% quartz , 10% diopside, with minor variable

amounts of garnet and sulphides. Hornb'lende exhibits a nematoblastic schis-

tosity while plagiocìase-quartz segregations show.a well developed granoblastic

texture.

Deformed e'ltipsoidal, or pil low-form structures were observed in thìs

unit, three kilometres east of the study-area (Figure 7). In weathered surfaces,

these rocks are dark grey; fresh surfaces are black. Pale green diopside-

bearing boudined layers commonly alternate wìth hornblende-rich layers (Figure

8). Locally, some observed layering probably reflects relict bedding. Gneissic

structure is evident on outcrop surfaces where thin septa of grey-white plagio-

clase weather in relief.

This rock type is commonly found intercalated with garnetiferous quartz-

plagioclase-biotite gneiss of map unit lA. The scale of intercalation is

several centimetres to tens of metres. In the study-area it is also found

8.

occurs near the top of the Fold

have low relief and óonsequently







interlayered with arkosic gneiss of map unit lC. Single layers, however, hav-

ing thicknesses of up to a hundred metres have been observed.

These rocks appear to represent recrysta'llized basic lavas and pyro-

clastic material and possibly associated impure calcareous sediments (ftphick,

1972). The predominately volcanic character interpreted for this unit leads

to the use of the prefix "ortho" for this amphibolite.

Arkosic gneiss (Map unit lC) - Arkosic gneiss is found at the top of the Fold

Lake Formation. l,lithin the study-area, this rock type was detected at

sing'le outcrop only. Consequently it is considered to be a minor rock

within the formation

This rock type is medium-grained equigranular with an average mode of

40-50% quartz , 30% plagi.oclase, 5-I5e/" biotite. Plagioc]ase and quartz show

granobìastic texture. Layering is defined by thin biotite concentrations which

act as parti ng surfaces.

In weathered surfaces this unit has a white to tight grêy, sugary

appearance; fresh surfaces are grey. At the occurrence within the study-area,

lit of pink, coarse-grained granite are developed parallel to layering and

the gneiss is interlayered with amphibolite of map unit lB.

ll.

This unit appears to be conformable with the garnetiferous quartz-

plagioclase-biotite gneiss of map unit lA. Contact with overtying rocks was

not observed.

Rocks of this type are probably the metamorphic equiva'lent of an

arkosic psarrnite or psephite.

a

type



SICKLE GROUP

The Sickle Group was named by Norman (t934) for occurences of quartzo-

feldspathic rocks at Sickle Lake. At Mynarski Lakes the Sickle Group is approx-

mate'ly 320 metres thick. Rocks of this group disconformably overlie the

l,lasekwan rocks; the top of the Sickle Group was not observed. In the study-

area, the Sickle Group has been divided into the following formations: the

Notigi Formation, the Mynarski Lakes Formation, and the Rat River Formation.

Notigi Formation

A distinctive and continuous amphibolite horizon, which lies at the

base of the Sickle Group is designated the Notigi Formation. It is 30-45

metres thick. The Notigi Formation is always found separating rocks of the

Fold Lake Formation and the overlying Mynarski Lakes Formation. The Notigi

Formation includes two related rock types:

Amphibotite (24)

Calcite amphibolite (28)

12.

Amphi bol i te

Rocks of this unit are fine-grained with an average mode of 40% horn-

blende, 25% pìagioclase, l0-15% quartz, 10% diopside, and smaller amounts of

sulphide minerals. Mineralogically and texturalty this unìt resembles the

amphibolites of map unit lB. l^leathered surfaces are dark grey; fresh sur-

faces are black. Gneissic structure is developed by whitish ptagioclase

segregati ons .

(Map unit 2A) - This unit is relatively well exposed in the study-

conti nui ty.



The extensive ìateral distribution of this rock type well beyond the

study-area allows it to be used as an effective stratigraphic marker horizon

and may indicate that it represents the metamorphic equivalent of a mafic

volcanic ash fall. An atternative interpretation would be that it represents

a metamorphosed impure calcic sediment (Elph'ick , 197?).

Cal ci te

two localities within the study-area.

The susceptibi'lity of this unit to weathering probably accounts for

its poor exposure and it may be more extensive than mapping reveals.

amphi bol i te (Map

This rock unit has fine-grained hornblende-rich layers similar to the

amphibolite of map unit 2A, however, these layers are separated by coarse-

grained calcite-rich layers up to 30 centimetres wide. Diopside and scapolite

are associated with the calcite.

unit 28) - Calcite amphibolite has been observed at

Exposures of this unit have a distinctive weathering pattern. Ca'lcite-

rich layers tend to weather out 'leaving a distinctive ridged surface with

re'lief of two centimetres or more (Figure 9).

.l3.

This unit may intertongue or grade laterally with the amphibo1ite of

map unit 24. It's pre-metamorphic equivalent is probably related to that of

map unit 24.

Mynarski Lakes Formation

The Mynarski Lakes Formation is composed of quartzo-feldspathic para-

gneisses. It is ì30 - 160 metres thick and conformably overlies the Notigi

Formation and under'lies the Rat River Formation. The recognized major litho-

logic units are felsic gneiss (34) and biotite-pìagioclase gneiss (38).





Felsic qneiss (Map unit 3A) - Rocks of

and ridges separated by swampy ground.

in the study-area.

Fe'lsic gneiss is fine-grained with a composition of 45-55% plagio-

clase, 30-40% quartz, 5-10% biotite, with minor microcline, sil'limanite and

garnet. Quartz and plagioclase form a granoblastic equigranular texture.

Garnet, where present,. occurs as one centimetre diameter porphyroblasts; thin

blades of sillimanite are common

Weathered surfaces vary from white to pa'le bluish grey; fresh surfaces

are light grey. Felsic layers up to three centimetres in thickness are delin-

eated by thin biotite concentrations which form a parting (Figure l0).

this unit are well exposed in hills

These are the areas of highest relief

This rock unit appears to be conformably underlain by the Notigi

Formation. It grades into biotite-pìagioclase gneiss of map unit 38.

Felsic gneiss probably represents the metamorphic equivalent of an

arkosic quartzose psarunite (Car'lson, 1962).

t5.

Bi oti te-

exposed in

la

Rocks of this unit are fine-grained granoblastic and have a range of

composition involvi.ng variable contents of plagioclase, quartz, magnetite, and

biotite, with a wide variation in biotite and magnetite.

ioclase qneiss (Map unit

low ridges in the southern

0n weathered surfaces it has a buff-yelìow to a light brown sandy

appearance; fresh surfaces are grey. The gneiss is poorly layered except for

intermittent biotite concentrations forming a local schistosity. In these

more mafic layers, magnetite content may run as high as 5%. This unit appears

- Biotite-plagioclase

part of the study-area.

gneiss is poorly



to conform to both underlying and overlying units. Contacts are poorly exposed

and are probabìy gradational.

This rock unit probab'ly results from recrystallization of an arkosic

psammite with a low quartz content (Carlson, 1962).

Rat River Formation

The Rat River Formation is approximatety 130 metres thick and con-

formably overlies the Mynarski Lakes Formation; it is truncated by an ìgneous

contact. The Rat River Formation is characterized by the rock types horn-

blende-epidote gneiss (44) and amphiboljte (48).

Hornblende-epidote qneiss (Map unit 4A) -

rock type in the Rat River Formation. It is fairly welì exposed in

portion of the study-area.

This rock type is medium-grained equigranular with varying amounts of

hornblende, epidote, microcline, plagioclase, quartz, and minor magnetite.

Epidote-hornblende and plagioclase-microcline are segregated into alternating

green and pink layers.

0n weathered surfaces, the mineral segregations impart a distinctive

gneissic structure to the rock.

This rock unit is conformable with the underlying Mynarski Lakes

Formation and is interlayered or has a lateral facies relationship with 48.

It is truncated by an igneous contact on the south (Figure 3).

The pre-metamorphic equivalent of this unit is probably a poorly

sorted calcareous arkosic psarmite (Carlson, 1962).

16.

Hornblende-epidote gnei ss is the major

the southern



Amohibolite (Map unit 48)

Formation in the study-area. It is fairly well

of the area.

This unit is fine-grained with a similarr mineralogy and

amphÌbolite of map unit 24.

Amphibolite appears to represent a lateral facjes in the

Formation. Pre-metamorphic origin of this rock unit may be either

calcic sediment or a basic lava flow.

- Amphibolite occurs

RELICT STRUCTURES

Bedding - In many exposures of the Sickle-l^lasekwan rocks,

layers have contrasting Iithology, texture, and colour.

as a facies within the Rat River

exposed in the southeast corner

tures have been interpreted as relict sedimentary bedding.

Bedding is best exhibited in the Fold Lake Formation, where it is

marked by distinctive alternating'layers which differ in composition and

colour (Figure 5). Beds are commonly less than 5 centimetres in thìckness

and it is not possible to interpret whether any tectonic thickening may have

taken place. In the garnetiferous quartz-plagioclase'biotite gneiss (map

unit1A), porphyroblasts tend to be distributed into particular layers or

horizons. Locally, these may appear to represent the petitic fractìon of a

relict graded bed associated with a very fìne-grained recrystallÍzed relìct

psammitic fraction. hlithin the study-area observed layering or textural

changes probably indicate relict bedding which para11els regional fo'liation.

Top directions of strata could not be determined with any confidence.

17.

texture as the

Rat River

an impure

(

conti nuous paral'lel

Many of these struc-

In the quartzo-feldspathic rocks of the Mynarski Lakes Formation,

bedding is not identified easily (Figure 10). These rocks are more homo-



geneous and finer grained and almost all pre-metamorphic structures have been

obtiterated. In thin section, however, relict bedding may often be detected

as thin stringers of magnetite. These appear to be relict from heavy mineral

accumulations in the original rock which has been interpreted as a sedimentary

rock.

Pi I I ow-form

dicative of an igneous extrusive chãractero were observed approximately three

kilometres east of the study-area (Figure 7). . Elongation of these structures

parallel to the foliation prevented determination of tops direction.

s'!¡uctures - Re'l'ict pillow-form or e'llipsoidal structures, in-

SICKLE - WASEKWAN CONTACT

The contact between the Sickle and Wasekwan Groups was observed at

several places in the study-area. Severe deformation. and intrusive dikes and

silts frequently obscure contact relations. At no station was a discordant

anguìar relationship observed between the two groups.

Evidence for the disconformity between the Sickte and l^lasekwan Groups

is summar"ized as foJlows:

lB.

l. Correlation with adjacent areas to the west where 'less

morphism has aJlowed detection of an erosional surface

Wasekwan contact (Campbell, 1969a; 1970a),

Possible geochemical evidence for an erosional contact

vicinity of Rat Lake (ealawin, 197'l).

2.

severe meta-

at the Sìckle=

surface in the



Al tered

exposed at two localities within the study-area.

A fo'lded sitt of metamorphosed ultramafic rock (map unit 5A) is

exposed at the southeastern end of Mynarski l,lest Lake. It is .165 
metres thick

and can be traced along the surface for approximately one kilometre. It appears

to be conformab'le.and have intrusive contacts with the Mynarski Lakes Formation.

The intrusive body has been altered almost entirely to hornb'lendite. A s1ìght

heterogeneity in the hornblende content indicates'that the intrusion was prob-

ably originally layered, with olivine concentrated near its base. This

occurrence has been sampled and described in detail by Carlson (t962 pp. 21-

23).

ultramafic rockS (Map

INÏRUSIVE ROCKS

uni ts 5A and 58) -A]tered ultramafic rocks are

Pyroxenite (map unit 58) is exposed in a l2 metre wide, 65 metre long

dike near the east central portion of the map area. It intrudes rocks of the

Mynarski Lakes Formation. The pyroxenite is pale to light green in co'lour,

massive, and very coarse-grained. The mineralogy of this unit is essentially

augite with some replacement by hornb'lende.

ì9.

Quartz dioritê (MaÞ ùnit 6) - quartz diorite is exposed at the northern edge

of the study-area at Mynarski East Lake. This occurrence is part of a small

intrusive plug centered imediately north of the study-area (Figure 2).

This unit is a rather distinctive, white to pink, inequ.igranuìar rock

composed of plagioclase, quartz and minor biotite. Grain size is variable from

medium-grained to pegmatitic, often in the same ôutcrop.



Quartz diorite shows intrusive relationships

Lakes Formation in the northern part of the study-area

gressive changes in the high grade gneisses. Near the

muscovite, epidote, chlorite and saussurite alteration

in the gneissic rocks.

Red peg¡¡atrtic granitê ) - Red

the area as dikes and sills. It outcrops

edge of the map area.

It is red to pink in outcrop, inequigranular, very coarse-grained, and

composed of quartz, plagioclase, microcline, and minor amounts of biotite and

magneti te.

Cross-cutting relations indicate that this unit postdates all other

rocks in the study-area.

with rocks of the Mynarski

where it has caused retro-

quartz diorite contact,

products are observed

pegmatitÍc granite occurs throughout

in mappable dimensions in the southern

20.

Metamorphism in the study-area is complex. Critical equilibrium

mineral assemblages and alteration products observed in the field and in thin

section are listed in Table I.. The texture oF the gneissic Èoòks effectively

reflects internal adjustments to metamorphic reactions and accompanying deform-

ation. Five metamorphic events, M., through Mu can be recognized in the study-

area on the basis of mineral assemblages, alteration products, and rock texture.

Each of the metamorphic events can be tied to a deformational event in which

various structural elqments were generated. The numerical subscripts identify

equivalent relative age relationships.

METAlvlORPIIISM



CRITICAL EQUILIBRIUM MINERAL ASSEMBLAGES AND ALTERATIONS

OBSERVED IN THE FIELD AND THIN SECTION

r) Fold Lake Formation (lA):
quartz + plagìoclase + potassium feldspar + biotite t cordierite
t silììmanite t almandine

Metamorphosed basic rocks - amphibolites (18, 24, 48):
hornblende + plagioclase + quartz t biotite + sphene + diopside

Quar:tzo-fe'ldspathi c gneisses (34, 38):
quartz + plagioclase + biotite + sillimanite t a'lmandine

Calcite amphibolite (29) :

ca'lcite + scapo'lite + quartz + hornblende

Rat River Formation (aA):
hornblende + plagioclase + epidote

Retrograde mineral reactions:
cordierite = muscovite (sericite)
plagioc'lase = muscovite+sericite
diopside = actinolite
biotite (garnet) = chlorite

2)

3)

TABLE I

4)

5)

6)

21 .



Event M., - The earliest metamorphic episode M.' formed S., , the regional fo'liation,

a parallel alignment of platey and prismatic minerals. Mt t!neral assemblages

have been obscured by later metamorphic reactions and textural modifications.

Within the Sickle and Wasekwan Groups, quartz and feldspar are complete'ly re-

crystallized. They characteristically exhibit a granoblastic texture (Figures l1

and l2). Inclusions of biotite are common; tiny magnetìte inclusions regular'ly

form linear trains in quartz grains. Fine ftakes of red-brown biotite wrap

around the boundarìes of other. grains (Figure 11) in the p'lane of the regional

foliation S.,. Often these biotite flakes have one or more preferred linear

orientations (Figures 13 and 14). 0n exposed St biotite parting surfaces as

many as three different cross-cutting microcrenulations can be observed. This

indicates that subsequent to the for.mation of S., during metamorphic event M., ,

at least three distinctivediastrophic events have been superimposed on S.,.

Event Mr - A second metamorphic event is indicated from textural evidence.

M, texture is detected as the earliest formed microcrenulation, L' in biotite

lying in the p'lane of the regional foliation S., . The relative age of L, is

established from cross-cutting re'lationships. Any diagnostic M, mineral

assemblages have been obscured by later metamorphism.

Event M, - The thir:d metamorphic event is designated Mr. M, mineral assemblages

Lh*trgh 5 (Tab'le I) comespond to the sillimanite-cordierite-orthoclase-

almandine subfacies of the Abukuma-type facies of l^link'ler (1967, pp. 122, 123).

This is the highest grade of regional metamorphism that is realized under'low

pressure conditÍons ('1,300 - 3,500 bars, ozoo -zsooc). Twinned anhedral

cordierite grains are usually crowded with incJusions of sericite and are

commonly associated with sil'limanite. Si'llimanite occurs.as inclusions in

cordierite, and in distinct bund'les. The slender prismatic sillimanitecrystals

are usua'lly bent. Brown and green euhedral prismatic hornblende crystals

22.







exhibit pseudo-hexagonal cross-sections (Figure 15). Sphene occurs as euhedral

crystals with acute rhombic cross-sections. Anhedral calcite grains (Figure l7)

show good rhombohedral cleavage and polysynthetic twinning. The cross-hatched

twinning of microcline was observed and interpreted as an inversion product

of the meta-equivalent orthoclase. Almandine garnet occurs as poikiloblasts

(Figure 16) which have deeply embayed boundaries and large inclusions of feldspar,

quartz, and biotite. The apparent reorientation of M, minera'ls is assigned

to subsequent métamorphic event MO.

Event MO - The fourth metamorphic event, M4n'is responsible for rotation and

elongatÌon of previously formed (Mr) almandine garnet poikiloblasts, rotation

and crushing of poikiloblasts of microcline, and rotation of sillimanite knots.

Degradation of M, minerals is not observed indicating either that MO may be

as high as a metamorphic grade as M, or that no water was available for

hydration reactions. The empingment textures, with sutured boundaries

(Figure lB) appear to be the resu'lt of post recrystallization DO deformation of

quartz and feldspar. A strong lineation of prismatic hornblende crysta'ls LO

in the plane of the regional fotiation S., occumed during MO metamorphism.

Event MU - A late regressive metamorphic event MU is Índicated by the appear-

ance of chlorite, actinolite and sericite (Tabte I, assemblage 6) as products

in alteration of earlier formed high grade minerals. MU minerals appear to

have formed as a result of late plutonìsm. Contacts between the gneissic rocks

and quartz-diorite intrusive rocks show development of alteration products and

textures. Figure lB also shows secondary quartz which has been deposited a'long

a late joint surface.

25.







Tectonic and diastrophic structures are described and discussed in
this chapter in terms of their fietd distribution, characteristics and orien-

tation. Thin sections were cut so that structures whose relations are known

macroscopically could be identified under the petrographic microscope. This

permitted the integration of rock fabric and recrystallìzation with macro-

scop'ic structural information.

Orientation data were collected during the course of geologic mapping.

Measurements of structures have been ptotted on the lower hemi,sphere of Schmidt

equal area nets. In structurally complex areas two or more measurements may

have been included from a single station rather than to attempt to plot average

val ues

A symbolic representation of observed structures has been adopted

based upon that devised by Sander (1948). Letters are coded as shown in Table II.
In order to emphasize relative age relationships numerical subscripts wilt be

used to identify structures formed during a sÍngle tectonic episode. griginal

bedding is designated So.

STRUCTURE

I ntroducti on

28.

The elaborate outcrop pattern shówn on the geologic maps (Figures 2

and 3A) can be interpreted as a major interference pattern invo'lving five super-

posed deformational events. These are designated D.¡ through Du.

Major Interferencê Pattêrn



TABLE II
KEY TO SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATION OF OBSERVED STRUCTURES

Syrnbol

s

L

F

M

0bserved Structure

Penetrative planar structure

Penetrative linear structure

Fol d

Metamorphic event

Deformational event

29.



Relative ages have been established on the basis of cross-cutting relationships.

Dl' Sl - The earliest deformational event, Dl, corresponds with the formation

of the regional foliation S.,. St is parallel to relict bedding So (which is
parallel to the formation boundaries). Any fotdÍng which may have been assoc-

iated with D.t was not detected on the geologic maps. All subsequent folding

folds S., and thus post dates D.,.

DZ, FZ - The next deformational event DZ produced F, fotding of previousìy

formed regional foliatïon, Sì. F, fold axial traces show a complicated out-

crop pattern because subsequent superposed folding has severely distorted

Fr geometrY. An F, synclinal axial trace can be fo'llowed on Figure 34. It
exposes Fold Lake Formation in its core. In the southeast corner of the study-

area the F, sJncline plunges northwestward exposing Notigi and Mynarski Lakes

Formation along its limbs. In the north central portion of the study-area

the F, syncline plunges southwestward again exposing Notigi and Mynarski Lakes

Formation along its limbs. FZ plunges westward in the vicinity of Mynarski

East Lake exposing Fold Lake Formation. F, fo'lds have a tight to open inter-
limb angte and are easily mapped with the aid of the Notigi Formation as a

stratigraphic marker horizon (Figure 3A).

D3' F3 -The next successive deformationaì event D, gave rise to F, folding.

F, folds are tight to isoclina'l fo'lds of the regional foliation S, and F, fo'ld

axial surfaces. In the study-area F, folds tightty refo'ld an F, synctinal

axial trace. F3 is anticlinal in the central portÍon of the study-area where

it exposes Mynarski Lakes Formation in its core. The F, foìd axial trace

intersects the previously formed F, syncline just north of Mynarski South Lake

where it becomes antic'linat and plunges westward and northwestward exposing

younger formations. The F, fold also intersects the F, anticline southeast of

Mynarski l,lest Lake and becomes synclinal, plunging southwestward and again

30.



exposes younger rocks

An Ft sync'linaì axial trace can be mapped trending southeast west

Mynarski South [ake. Rat River Formation is exposed in the synclinal core.

Red Pegmatitic Granite is also exposed along the F, sJnclinal trace. This

interpreted as a ta(e intrusive preferentially intruded along a previously

formed F, synclinal axis.

D4, F4 - The next ensuing deformational event DO gave rise to FO folding.
FO folds are tight fotds of the regiona'l fotiation S., and previously formed

axia'l surfaces of F, and F, folds. F4.folds have generally east-west trend-
ing axial traces. t¡lithin the study-area an FO fold refolds earlier formed

F, and Ft axial traces. At the eastern and western extremes of the study-

area' the FO fo'ld is anticlinal. In the vicinity of Mynarski hlest Lake the

FO anticline p'lunges southwestward exposing Notigi and Mynarski Lakes Form-

ation along its ìimbs. hlhen the Fo foìd cuts a previously formed axial trace
it changes from antic'linal to synclinal. The FO syncline in the centre of
the study-area plunges from both the southwest and northeast exposing Notigi
and Mynarski Lakes Formations in its core. The sinuous axial trace of FO fold-
ing is due to subsequent refo'lding Uy FS drag folds in the vicinity of DU faults.

DS'FS - DU deformation involves northeast trending faults which have apparent

left-latera'l displacement. These are mapped as recognizabìe offset of mappable

formations in Figure 3. They are .prominent near l4ynarski West Lake and between

Mynarski East and South Lakes where offset of the Notigi Formation has been

mapped. F5 foìds are very cìoseìy related to DU fautting and appear to be

formed as a result of drag. FU folds fotd the regional foliation S., and the

axial surfaces of previously formed F, through Fo fo'lds.

31.
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Pattgln - The maior interference pattern recognized within the süudy-area is

illustrated in Figure 34. A pattern involving F, and FO folding exhibits an

inverted "dome"-like structure on the western side of the study-area where

two anticlinal axial traces intersect a third anticlinal axial trace (F, and

FO; and F, and Fr). This inverted "dome"-like structure exposes Fold Lake

Formation (Figure 3 ). The inverted dome is modified by the southeastward

pìunging F3 syncline which exposes Notigi and Mynarski Lakes Formation. The

pattern has been further modified uy Ds northeast trending faulting.

0n the eastern side of the study-area an inverted "basin"-'like

structure is exposed. F, and F4 ptunging synclines expose Mynarski Lakes

Formation. The inverted basin is imegular because of the F, antic'line,which

has been severeìy refolded ny F¡ and F4 exposes Fold Lake Formation in its
core. The inverted "basin" structure has been modified by'later DU fauìting.

Note that the central part of the study-area is where three axial

traces of three distinctive ages (Fz, F3 and F4) are subparal'let.

32.

This complicated interference pattern can be seen to coincide and

correlate with the outcrop pattern in the surrounding gneissic belt (Figure 2).

Fold axial traces designated F, throuSh FO can be followed and interpreted

using stratagraphic markers (Figure 2). The dominant east-west structural

grain of the whole area resuìts from refoldìng of previously formed fo'lds by

FO folds.



The observed structural elements and their orientations which have

been used to construct the geoìogic maps wil'l be examined in detai'l .

Penetrative P'lanar Structures

Several distinctive varieties of penetrative pìanar structures, or

s-surfaces, have been recognized in the study-area. These s-surfaces have

been categorized as follows:

Str.uctural Elements

t. Rel ict pre-metamorphic surfaces.

is sedimentary bedding.

Surfaces of metamorphic origin.2.

Penetrative pìanar structures have been classifÍed on the basis of I )
their orientation, and 2) their relative ages of formation as inferred from

cross-cutting reìationships.

Bedding - A continuous layering, a few centimetres in width, observed in various

stages of preservation thr:oughout the study-area, is interpreted to be relict
sedimentary bedding. Relict sedimentary bedding is designated So. Bedding

has been previously discussed in detail (page l7).

33.

In the study-area, the most important

These are collectively termed 'foliation'.

Foliation - In thìs thesis 'foliation' signifies alì types of recognizable

s-surfaces of metamorphic origin. The varieties of foliation observed in

the study-area are schistosity and gneissosity.

At'l rocks of the Sickle and l^lasekwan Groups have a schistosity pro-

duced by the pìanar preferred orientation of tabular or prismatic minerals.

Rocks with a high content of biotite, amphibotite, sillimanite or graphite in



the study-area exhibit a we'll developed schistosity. Schistosity is poorly

developed in the granoblastic quartzo-feldspathic rocks because of the

absence of tabular and prismatic minerals.

Some observed layering is considered to be pre-metamorphic ìn origin

(i.e., bedding). However, evidence of metamorphic layering, or gneissosity is

present in a1l except the intrusive rocks. Minerals are commonly observed

segregated into streaks, lenses, and continuous and discontinuous layers. In

many exposures, fine flakes of biotite are segregated into laminae up to six

millimetres thick. Locally, anatectic migmatitÍc gneiss has 'lit of white

coarse-grained granite (Figure 6).

Sl is the regional fotiation defined by a strong schistosity and

gneissosity. This is the most prominent s-surface in the study-area. It is

always found parallel or subparallel, to relict sedimentary bedding So. Form-

ation of S., was initiated during an initial episode of metamorphism, Ml.

Platey and prismatic minerals generated during M'' formed a we'll developed Sr.

All observed folding post dates formation of Sr.

S, is an axial p'lane schistosity weakly developed at or near hinges

of folds in S.,. S, is observed to cross-cut previously formed S.,. Axial

plane schistosÌties are observed in the field and in thin section (Figures 13

and 14). These are undoubtedly of variable relative ages, however, these age

relationships could not be correlated from exposure to exposure. As a result

they are lumped under the S, classification.

Penetrative Linear Structures

Sickle and Wasekwan rocks contain several types of penetrative linear

structures or lineations. Lineations observed in the study-area have been
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classified as follows:

l.
2.

3.

4.

Mi crocrenu I ati ons

Mineral lineations

Mineral aggregate lineations

S-i ntersecti ons

Microcrenulations - are lineations formed by the microfolding of an s-surface

(Figure 19). Lineations of this type are the most frequently observed'line-

ations in the study-area. At several exposures, as many as three different

ages of superposed, intersecting microcrenulations have been detected - all
'lying in the plane of, and resulting from the deformation of S.,. Earlier

forned microcrenulations are regularìy observed to have become folded by

later folds and overprinted by a still tater set of microcrenulations. All

age relationships of this type were recorded in the field.

Minera'l Lineations - are linear preferred orientation of boundaries of prismatic

or tabular cryÈtals. These are well developed in several of the rock types

present in the study-area. Rocks with concentrations of hornblende, sil'limanite,

graphite, and biotite usually show one or more directions of tabular and linear

alignments of these minerals in the plane of the regional fo'liation, Sl. This

type of lineation is most frequently observed in the amphibolites.

35.

Mineral Aggregate Lineations

minerals and groups of minerals forming paralleì streaks, trains, or pencils.

l,lithin the study-area these are of several kinds: quartzo-feldspathic streaks,

crushed and e'longate poikiloblasts of garnet or microcline (Figure 20), knots

of si I I imani te and rarely, deformed pebb'les.

- are paralle'l elongate aggregates of individual





S-Intersections - These are intersections

s-surface on another. In the study-area, lineations of this type occur as

quartzo-feldspathic pencils at the intersections of the regional foliation S,

(which paraltels So) and an axial plane schistosity 52. S-intersections are

detected in thin section where.biotite ftakes, tabularly aligned parallel to
the axial planes of two different microcrenulations, Ìntersect.

Penetrative linear structures have been classified on the basis of l)
their orientationo and 2) their relative ages of formation as inferred from

cross-cutting relationships. 0n the basis of these criteria three categories

of lineations have been distinguished. These are designated using appropriate

subscripts. All tineations'lie in the ptane of s, and post date sr. The

earliest lineations observed are labelled Lr. These include mineral lìneations

and microcrenulations. In some'locations a second set of tineations have been

superposed on Lt. These are acknowledged to be L, and include mineral line-

ations and microcrenulations. At some other locations a third set of lineations

have been superposed on both L, and Lr. These are designated LO and include

microcrenulations, mineral tineations and mineral aggregate lineations. At

locations where interfering mineral lineations, and/or microcrenulations were

not observed it was not possible to distinguish between L* L, and LO. Mineral

aggregate'lineations are observed to be exclusively LO and appear to be the MO

rotated and eìongated equivalents of previously formed M, minerals.

of two s-surfaces; the trace of one

37.

Penetrative Curviplanar Structures

The curviplanar structures found in outcrop in the study-area are:

Simple minor folds

Comp'lex minor folds

t.
2.



Simple Minor Folds - are

?6). They are best observed in the Fold Lake and Mynarski Lakes Formations.

Minor folds within the study-area vary in size from microcrenulations on the

surface of the regional fo'liation, s' to folds of s., which are up to a

metre in ampìitude and wavelength. All folds are observed to fold the regional

foliation S.¡ and the relict sedimentary layering So. Microcrenulations have

been classified as lineations because only their linear aspect can be measured

accurately.

There is a variation in the styles and orientation of minor folds

within the study-area. Some minor folds are closely associated with drag

along faults (Figure 22). Some form en echelon patterns on outcrop surfaces

(Figures 24 and 25). Others can be closely identified with microcrenulations,

either when these are parallel to minor fold axes (Figure t9) or when a micro-

crenulation is folded, or both. Right section diagrams (Figure 26) and field
observations reveal that mìnor folds are concentric and generaìly have tight
interlimb angles. In the study-areâr corr€lation of a particular minor fold

type from one station to another is difficult on the basis of foìd style and

closure. Geometric analysis of minor fotds wilt show that they can be dif-
ferentiated on the basis of orientation.

commonly found within the study-area (Figures lg, 21-

38.

Complex Minor Folds -

observed in most of the gneissic rocks in

ified in the Fold Lake Formation. Minor

egorized as follows:

t.

2.

3.

Patterns resulting

"Hook-shaped" patterns

Dome and basin patterns

"Composite" patterns

from interference foldi.ng have been

the study-area. They are best ident-

interference patterns have been cat-









l. "Hook-shaped" Patterns - Simple hook-shaped interference patterns are

observed in outcrop. These disctose an undeformed axia'l plane of the

latest fold as well as the folded trace of the earlier formed fold
(Figure 27).

Dome and Basin Patterns - Minor dome and basin interference patterns

are developed in the study-area (Figure 28). The earlier folds have

been distorted and their limbs have been refolded about new axia'l

di recti ons . l¡'lhenever the anti formal I ater-fol ds are superposed across

an earlier antiform there is an mutual culmination in both sets of

folds resulting in the formation of a dome-like structure. Similari'ly,

crossing synforms produce mutual depressions in both sets of fotd

axes and the development of a basin structure. Relative ages of the

two superposed folds cannot be determined on the basis of the dome

and basin interference pattern alone.

"Composite" Interfere¡sg Patterns - Occasionally interference patterns

are more elaborate and show "composite" patterns with superposed

dome and basin configurations (Figures 29 and 30). These involve

the superposition of three fo'lding events (Fz, F3 and Fo). The

tightly folded 'lhook" is invarÍably an early formed F, fold on which

has been superposed a modified dome and basin interference pattern

of two different later folding events F, and FO.

2.

3.

42.
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Subarea Plots Figures 3l and 32 (map pocket) show p'lots of poles to the

regional foliation S, in subareas where F, and FO folding can be iso'lated.

In Figure 31, subareas I, II and III isolate an F, fold. This fold has been

re-folded by later formed east-west trending F4 folds. This later formed

FO fold is isolated in subareas IV and V in Figure 32. The stereograms for

subareas IV and V (Figure 32) indicate that the south limb of the FO fold

has a steeper dip (0700) than the north limb (O4Oo). The interlimb angìe is

0900 to 1050. Fo folds plunge 0050 to 0350 in generaì1y an east or west

di recti on.

The geometry resulting from reorientation by FO of previously formed

F, folds is illustrated in subareas I and III in Figure 31. The F, fold in

subareas I and III have poorly defined limb concentrations. The interlimb

angìe appears to be less than 0900. In subarea I the F, fold forms the

south limb of the ìaterr formed FO fotds and as a result its limbs dip steeply.

In contrast the F, foìd iso'lated in subarea III, which forms the northern

more shallowly dipping limb of the later FO fold, exhibits shatlower dìpping

fold limbs than the same fold in subarea I. F, fold axes have been severely

reorientated by subsequent FO folding; plunges vary in the range 0040 to 0450.

Analysis of Fold Geometry

46.

Total study-area plots - Minor fold axes are plotted in Figure 33. The con-

centration of minor fold axes with shallow plunges trending east-west is

interpreted to be related to FO, the late fold with variable plunge which

crosses the study-area from east to west. The second concentration with

shallow pìunge to the northeast is re'lated to drag along northeast trending DU

faults. The scatter of minor fold axes is interpreted as F, and F, minor fold

axes which have been reorientated by later FO folding.



FIGURE 33. Total study-area. Lower hemisphere equal area stereogram of
48 minor fold axes

47.

FIGURE 34. Total.study-area. Lower hemisphere equal area stereogram of
l14 microcrenulations. Contours l%,,2%, 3%, Sl,, g%.



Microcrenu'lations are plotted in Figure 34. A concentration of

points plunge shallowly in an east-west direction. These are designated LO

as they approximate the axial orientation of FO minor folding. A scatter of
points indicates that some of these microcrenulations predate and have been

reorientated about the axes of FO fotding. The earlier formed microcren-

ulations are designated L, and L, (undifferentiated) and are close'ly related

to F, and F, folding respectively.

Mineral lineations and mineral aggregate lineations are plotted in

Figure 35. From their orientation these appear to be L4 lineations. They

show a concentration which closely corresponds to the axes of FO minor folding.

It is evident that the corresponding metamorphic event MO has imparted an LO

preferred orientation on previously formed (during Mr) nlatey and prismatic

mi nera'ls.

Po'les to the regional folliati.on S., are plotted in Figure 36. Some

scatter of data because of interfering superposed folding is apparent. The

predominateìy east-west structural grain is well defined and ìs compatible

with the combination of F. F, and FO fold interference shown in Figure 34.

Foldinq and Metamorphism

48.

The regional foliation S., is the most important minor structure in

the study-area. It par:allels relict sedimentary bedding So. It predates F,

and all other fo'lding and faulting. Formation of S., is assigned to an initial
metamorphic event Mr. A corresponding episode of folding during Ml was not

detected in the study-area.

A second metamorphic event M, is suggested from L, microcrenulations

which form on S., biotite parting surfaces. L, is related to the formation of



FIGURE 35. Igtul study-area. Lower hemisphere equal area stereogram of
35 mineral lineations (solid triangles) and 4 mineral aggregate
lineations (open circles).

49.

FIGURE 36. Total study-area. Lower hemisphere equal area stereogram of
142 poles to foliation Sr. Contours:' 2%, 3%, S%.



F, folds which can be mapped in the study-area.

The third metamorphic event M, is welt defined from both textural and

mineralogical information. F, fold hinges exhibit evidence of partial anatexis

which is compatible with low pressure, high temperature regional metamorphism.

M, corresponds to the sillimanite-.cordierite-potassium feldspar subfacies of

the Abukuma type facies series recognized from mineral assemblages observed in

the field and thin section (see Table I and pages 22 and 25).

Evidence for MO metamorphism is deformation and reorientation of

previousìy formed M, minerals. There is no apparent degradatÍon of M, minerals

so that MO may be as high a grade as Mr, or that no water was available for

hydration reactions. LO mineral lineations represent reorientatÍon of pre-

viously formed high grade metamorphic minerals. LO mineral aggregate lineations

appear to be smeared and elongate poikiloblasts of previously formed (during

Mr) almandine garnet and microcline. L4 lineation orientation corresponds to

the axial direction of FO foìding.

The late retrogressive metamorphic event MS, indicated throughout the

area by the appearance of chlorite, actinolite and sericite as products of

earlier formed high grade M, minerals appears to be related to'late grano-

diorite intrusion and probably to DU faulting and FU folding. Retrograde

minerals occur close to the contact with the quartz-diorite (map unit 6)

intrusive bordering the study-area in the north.
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The mechanisms of the deformational processes within the study-area

can be inferred from the nature of observed deformational surfaces and fabric
elements. The difficulty in classifying minor folds in outcrop because of
the similarity in style, yet great variation in orientation, indicates that

F, through FO were probably forred by the same or nearly the same mechanism.

Atl folds fold the regionaì foliation S., and relict sedimentary layering So

which is sub-parallel to the formation boundaries. Much F, fabric has been

destroyed by subsequent folding and poly,metamorphism. L2 lineations were

recognizable as microcrenulations in the plane of the regional foliation
which may indicate that s., was an active surface during F, folding. F¡

folding has simitar, closely associated L, microcrenulations indicating the

influence of S., on the fold mechanism.

FO folding is notable for the persistence of LO. L4 microcren-

ulations are parallel to Fo fold axes and rie along sr. In effect these

form tiny drag folds along FO fold timbs. Previous'ly formed almandine and

microcline poikiloblasts (Mr) have been rotated and elongated in the LO

direction forming L4 mineral aggregate lineations. These relationships indicate

slip along S., as a fold mechanism for FO.

FU folding is associated with faulting; apparently the result of
drag.

Joi nts

Joints are fractures in which the displacement is normal to the fracture
surface. Steeply dipping joints were observed in all rock types in the study-

area. They are particularly well devetoped in the amphibolites and the in-

Mecftanical Analysis of Foldinq
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trusive rocks. Two prominent sets form the joint system for the study-area.

The two prominent sets of ioints are perpendicular to each other and dip

steeply. Poles to joint surfaces are plotted in Figure 37. This ptot revea'ls

the two dominant ioint attitudes. One joint set strikes 0500 and dips 07Bo SE.

A second set of ioints strikes l45o and dips 08lo sW. Both sets appear to

have resulted from late readjustment to stress.

Non-penetrati ve Structures

Faults - Evidence of movement along fractures was detected in outcrop as

mappab'le offset of rock units and as 'lineaments on aerial photographs.

Northwest trending fauìts were identified common'ly. A prominent paral'lel

set of DU faults have apparent left-lateral movement and trend 0400

and dip steeply (Figures 3,21 and ?2). Frequently these faults have coarse

crystalline granitic fillings. Faults trending 0400 have FU folds closeìy

associated with their movement (Figure 22). 0nly major faults which were

actually mapped in the field are shown in Figure 3.

Dikes - Numerous discordant tabular bodies of igneous intrusive rocks were

recorded in the field. These vary in width from 3 centimetres to 3 metres.

Dikes are predominantly coarse-grained crystal'line to pegmatitic and granitic

in composition. They occupy fractures caused by ear'lier faulting or jointing.

Poles to dikes are pìotted in Figure 38. This plot indicates a strong north-

easterly preferred strike direction with moderate to steep dips. This range

of attitudes could be related to the DU shearing direction. Many of the dikes

appear to have intruded along D^ faults at or very shortly after, DU time.

Boudinage - Boudinage or pinch and swell structure was observed in the study=

area. Conmon'ly these are boudinaged quartzo-feìdspathic layers or sil'ls in
the gneissic rocks or boudinaged diopsidic layers in the amphibolites (Figure 8).



FIGURE 37. lowçr hemisphere equal area stereogram
Contours: Z%, 3%, S%.
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of 127 poles to joints.

FIGURE 38. Lower hemisphere equal
Two poles to pegmatite
as solid triangles.

areastereogram of 37 poles to dikes.
filled left-lateral faults are shown



These structures appear to be related to development of S, during D, time. They

have been subject to subsequent textura'l and mineralogical modifications.

CONCLUSIONS

Gneissic rocks within the Mynarski Lakes area belong to the t¡lasekwan

and Sickle Groups of Precambrian age. The tlasekwan Group is disconformably

overlain by the Sickte Group and the contact between them can be traced east-

ward from Suwannee Lake into the Mynarski Lakes area. The Wasekwan Group con-

sists of garnetiferous-quartz-plagioclase-biotite gneiss intercalated with

amphibolite. The Sickle Group consists pr"edominantly of quartzo-feldspathic

paragneiss. The gneissic sequence is bounded on the north by younger pluton1c

rocks of quartz-dioritic composition. The l¡lasekwan and Sickle Groups have

been intruded by numerous dikes and sil'ls of ultramafic to felsic rocks.

Relict sedimentary bedding So para'l'lels a regional foliation S., which

is defined by a strong parallel alignment of platy and prismatic minerals.

Deveìopment of St predates the formation of lineations and fotding. S., was

formed during an initia'l metamorphic event M.,. Microcrenulations, mineral

lineations and mineral aggregate'lineations were a'l:l formed during events post

dating M.,. Minor folding of S., is conmon; the folds vary in size from micro-

crenulations to folds up to a metre in amplitude. Minor interference patterns

are encountered in outcrop and suggest a complex structural history.

Maior folds of S.¡ are easily mapped using marker horizohs and major

interference patterns are evident within the area of study. Five distinctive
deformational events have been interpreted. The earliest D., corresponds to

the formation of the regional fotiation S, during metamorphic event M.,. The

second deformational event Dr gave rise to tight concentric F, folding and
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associated L, microcrenu'lations during metamorphic event Mr. LZ lineations

were recognisable as microcrenulations in the plane of S., which may indicate

that St b,as an active surface during F, folding. A third deformational event

Dr gave rise to F3 tight concentric folds and L, microcrenulations. Cor-

responding metamorphic event M, resulted in partial anatexis near F, fotd

hinges. Observed M, mineral assemblages indicate a sillimanite-cordierite-
potassium feldspar metamorphic subfacies of the Abukuma type subfacies. The

close association between F, folds and L, microcrenulations indicates the

influence of S., on the F, fo'ld mechanism. The fourth deformational event DO

gave rise to FO sha'l1ow p'lunging, concentric, tight, east-west trending folds.

FO folds appear to have deve'loped by flexural slip aìong Sr. Earlier formed

M, almandine garnet and microcline poikitoblasts have been smeared and elongated

during MO forming L4 mineral aggregate lineations.

A ìate episode of plutonism and brittle deformation DU gave rise to
fau'lting, associated FU fotding and a'late retrogressive metamorphic event MU.

A tabulation of deformational events and associated structures and metamorphism

is given in Tab'le III.

The Mynarski Lakes area lies within the Churchilt structural province

within the Canadian ShÍetd. The structural interpretation presented for the

Mynarski Lakes area has implications for the understanding of the geology of

the sumounding Churchill province. These implications and the contribution

to the regional geological interpretation of the present study are discussed

bel ow.

DISCUSSION
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Mg

D+

F2

Original sedimentary fabric.

(s, )

M4

Ds

Fg

Recrystallization and formation of regional
foliation S., subparallel to So.

Regional tight concentric folding of Sr.

(12 ' L3)

M-
5

F+ Lq

Regional tight concentric folding of S:¡.
Low pressure high temperature metamorphism.

Regional tight concentric foìding of 51 by
flexural slip. Re-orientation of M3 high
grade minerals during M4 metamorphiim.

Late faulting and associated folding,
retrograde metamorphi sm.
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The Churchil'l province contains linear or curved betts of variable

deformed and metamorphosed Aphebian (Lower Proterozoic) supracrustal rocks

that are undisturbed on'ly where they form the marginal cover on adjacent parts

of older provinces (Davidson, 1972). However, remnants of both stratiform and

pìutonic rocks of Archean age are recognized within the.province (Coleman, lg70)

and these have been involved in two widespread changes in the thermal regime

of the continental crust, the Kenoran and Hudsonian orogenies. The predominant

Hudsonian fold trend is northeast to north in the eastern part of the Churchill

province (Flin Fton area) and changes gradually through east (Mynarski Lakes

area corresponding to FO fo'lding) to southeast in the eastern part (Labrador

area). Isotopic age determinations suggests that the Hudsonian orogeny occurred

between 1,850 and 1,550 million years ago (Davidson, 1972)

The Churchill province developed its distinctive tectonic style in
conjunction with linear orogeni'c belts formed along the flanks of older con-

tinental cretons, the Superior and Slave structural provinces (Davidson, lgl?).
The rocks of the Churchill province form belts of paragneiss separated by

plutonicgranitoid areas. The Hudsonian orogeny resulted in greenschist to

granulite grade metamorphism with low to intermediate pressures and low to high

temperatures (corresponds to MO)

Davidson ('1972) presents evidence suggesting that gneissic rocks in

the Mynarski Lakes area may be partly or wholly Archean in age. The volcanic

gneisses of the Wasekwan Group and the sedimentary orìgin of the overlyìng

Sickle Group are thought to be similar to Archean succession.in the Greenstone

belts to the southeast (Superior structural province) (Davidson, lg7T, p. 403).

The gneissic rocks of the Mynarski Lakes have previously formed F, and F, foìds

refolded about east-west trending F4 folds. Mynarski Lakes appears to represent
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a large area between the sharply contrasting tinear fold belts in l^lo'l'laston

Lake (in the northwest) and the Thompson fold bett (in the southeast) where

the rocks are characterized by close'ly spaced para'lle1 fo'lds, commonly steep

and isoclinaì, locally with strongly deveìoped cataclastic foliation. This

contrast in styles may be due to one or a combination of reasons:

l. The l^lollaston and Thompson linear fotd belts may have undergone a deform-

ational event wjth a pronounced linear trend..

2. Archean rocks may be present at Mynarski Lakes while younger Aphebian

rocks may be involved in the Wollaston and Thompson fold belts.

3. The llollaston and Thompson fold be'lts may represent the eroded remnants

of an island arc or alpine mountain system (W'i'lson and Brisbin, 196?,

p. 63).

4. Di fference

di fference

If the rocks in the Mynarski Lakes area are indeed Archean in age then

Kenoran structures may have been preserved. The structural and metamorphic

history (Table III) at Mynarski Lakes suggest that possiblv D.,, D, and D,

occurred during pre-Hudsonian (possibly Kenoran) orogenic episodes that-have

been subsequently overprinted by the dominant DO Hudsonian events causing M4

and formation of FO folds

58.
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depth of erosion between these areas may account for the

rock type and structure (l^lilson and Brisbin 1962, p. 75).
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